Societies Hear Miss Innes Talk

Lectures on Northern Countries Are Well Received

Miss Lila Jones of the Appointment Office also has been delivering a series of lectures during the past week on the Scandinavian countries, Norway, Denmark, and Sweden. She has spoken to three student groups and to the Alumni Group of the Kappa Sigma Society. On Thursday she lectured to the F.T.A. of the Lay School.

Miss Jones has dealt in these lectures with the various social and economic conditions of these countries, and the accomplishments of each country. She has stressed the need of cooperation between these countries, as she has read widely in the development of the last hundred years through them.

In Room 101 of the Home Making Building, Miss Innes and Dr. Earl Okemen of the Commercial department have been representing San Jose State as guests to the Vocational Councils and to a selected group of students from junior and senior high schools. The home subject was "The teaching field today," while Dr. Gurnish of the Women's opportunity group made another talk. Other topics featured in the series "Trends in vocations open to women" included "Women's health work," and "Women in administration," all able discussion by the various speakers.

Merger of Colleges Rejected By Group

From Chico we hear of the rejection by the students' representatives, North State College and the University of Chico of the proposal to merge the two institutions.

The representative of Chico and North State discussed the subject of a merger with Mr. Robert M. Garvey, president of the college. The group rejected the proposal, and President Okemen of Chico spoke a few words in the interest of both institutions.

The report, however, directed the group to the necessity of continuing the discussion of this subject so that the best advice to the students of both institutions can be given.

Randy Smith: Name Publicity Director for S.C. College Activities

Randy Smith, former sports writer for the Oakland Tribune has been recently appointed by Dr. MacQuarrie as Director of Publicity on San Jose State College. Randy's new hired staff was recently started, and he is expected to do his utmost to help the Journalism department.

Miss Mildred Murgotten, supervisor of the Journalism department has recently secured several new personnel for her department, and she is expected to do her utmost to help the Journalism department.
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WALTER HAMPDEN IS TO PLAY HAMLET MONDAY AT ROOSEVELT JR. HIGH

Hamlet is Walter Hampden's favorite role in his 26-year career. He has played the character of the Prince of Denmark 18 times. His performance of the play has earned him wide acclaim and is considered one of the greatest interpretations of the character in modern times.

Hampden follows the Ghost of his father to a removed spot upon the battlements of Elsinore to hear the dreadful secret of his murder.

WALTER HAMPDEN as Hamlet

Black Continent Talks To State's Radio Operators

South Africa and San Jose State College held a two-way conversation via radio between 6:30 and 7:15 p.m. on March 16. Dave Michalski was at the key of WXYT, the State College Radio Station, when he heard the signals from ZSV, at Walvis Bay, South Africa.

Your signals are coming in here fairly well," said the English operator on the "Dark Continent," and that started the contact which lasted for 13 minutes. Dave was also told that this was the greatest distance at which the station station had been heard. Signals sent from the local station must have traveled across the Gulf of Mexico, part of South America, and the South Atlantic Ocean, according to calculations of some members of the Radio Club. The distance covered is approximately 14,000 miles, which is about as far as any station station can be heard, three times more than half the distance around the world.

Hampden sees it, and he br-

A.W.S. Presenting Co-Capers In the Coming Quarter

Co-Capers, future annual, will have a happy variety program, which will end by WXYT on April 23. A short one act play will be performed. Premium prizes to provide entertainment to all those attending. Co-Capers shall be in the Times Office. At this time admission is practically an unknown quantity in the Times Office, due to the fact that anyone may come in the office at any time. The program will be held on the third floor.

Start the Spring Quarter With a New Typewriter

FOR A DEMONSTRATION

JOHN MUNGER
BALLARD 7741

LLOYDS
TYPOWRITER CO.

50 EAST SAN FERNANDO STREET

CONTACT OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
FOR A DEMONSTRATION
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ROBINSON WINS . . . . . 220 YARD DASH . . . . THE INTERCLASS MEET

SPARTAN SPORTS

ROBINSON WINS . . . . . 220 YARD DASH . . . . THE INTERCLASS MEET

SPAR TANS WORK TO PREPARE FOR CALIFORNIA

Three San Jose Trackmen Will Trouble Bears

Just About Swimmers

By Al Rhines

BERKELEY, May 2—Three "Iron" men of San Jose State are expected to
meet the heavyweight of the Spartan track and field teams here Saturday when the University of California runs up
for the interclass meet in a dual
match.

The meet, the first scheduled between the two institutions, will open at 2 p.m. next week.

The three men of Iron whom Coach
W. J. Black is dependent upon are
San Jose's Leo Salvato and Don Taylor
and Hayward, Murphys, hard

Salvato has run the 110 in 10.7 sec.
and the 220 in 21.8. Taylor, possi-
ably the most outstanding man on the
spartan squad, runs the 100 in 10.6 sec.,
the 120 in 11.4, the quarter in
30.9, and broad jumps at 23 feet 6 inches,
all of which performances are at least
certain to win points.

Murphy runs the 100 at 11.3 sec.,
the 220 in 23.5 seconds, and is capable of clearing 6 feet in
the high jump.

Salvato and Taylor doubt Bob Klein,
one of the California sprinters, an inter-
class meet veteran, has beenoutflown through the 100 in 10.4 sec.
and the 220 in 22.1. In the quarter, in 30.7, however, includ-
ing beyond question that he again
stands to display his strength of 110.

Black, high ranking deeply into
his depth, he may not complete Salvato's
or Baur quartet capable of ending the
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A SPLIT IN THE FACE

It seems to us as we glance through the College of Pacific weekly that they must be hard pressed for copy, if they have nothing better to write than the much "cured" and discussed basketball series.

We have tried to take a purely impartial attitude on the matter and have overlooked most of the insults thrown our way by the Pacific press. But try as we may, we shall never see just what business it is of theirs what we do in sports, so long as it pertains to ourselves and institutions other than Pacific.

In a front page column entitled, CAMPUS IN BRIEF, they say—"Noticed in the San Jose Times that they were under the impression all the time that the Fresno series would not count. Which makes the forcing of Fresno to play nothing but downright meanness, for even the selfish motive of a two game advantage is thus eliminated. Looks as if the Associated Students of the State College Times tried to take a purely impartial attitude on the matter, and discussed Fresno basketball series."

We sincerely hope that the powers of the Pacific press will be next to impossible to get a picture.

Co-operation?

Perhaps you have heard before of the ever elusive something called co-operation. Perhaps, too, you have heard members of the music department faculty suggesting that someone co-operate with them in some manner or other.

Perhaps also you have heard that the music heads were particularly desirous of having a good spot for their de-

It will be next to impossible to get a picture.

There was no excuse for the slip. Mr. Osterneir knew that the photographer would be there ready to take the picture as soon as the concert was over. Yet because that individual was four minutes late in arriving, the orchestra was dismissed even before the audience had left the Hall, and not a good spot for their department in the La Torre.

The symphony is an integral part of the music department and it would be bad not to have the picture of that group in the year book, yet due to some unknown quirks on the part of the Associated Students, the most worthy leader, the orchestra was dismissed after Tuesday night's concert just four minutes before the photograph arrived.

When you stop to consider that the personnel of the organization was formally dressed, you will also see that it will be next to impossible to get a picture.
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